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WELCOME

Working with
what we’ve got
With the decline in golf participation that has been seen in the US in recent years
– mirrored, to a greater or lesser extent, in most other key golf markets – the golf
industry has developed a major interest in figuring out how to attract new players,
especially younger ones, to the game. New formats, new equipment, new tools – all
have been tried. Many commentators have pontificated on the need to speed up
golf, or to make it easier, or more welcoming.
The trouble is that most of these well-meaning initiatives have missed the point.
“Oh,” says one talking head, “we need more six, nine or twelve hole courses, so people
can play golf in an hour or two. That would fit more closely with today’s priorities.”
I am not opposed to quicker golf – in fact, in these pages, I have long advocated for
a return to speedier play, and the idea that a round of golf should be a half day, not a
full day activity. But in America, Britain and many other countries, we have hundreds,
thousands of existing golf courses already in play. There may well be opportunities
to build short courses, especially in urban environments, but any effective solution to
the golf business’s issues will not involve the construction of hundreds of new venues,
but instead, finding a better way to use the venues we already have.
The idea that, in countries where the supply of golf courses is already more than
sufficient, people are suddenly going to create lots of new, albeit smaller ones, is
crazy. It isn’t going to happen, and any grow-the-game schemes that are based on the
sudden emergence of new nine hole courses are really no more than pie in the sky.
Adam Lawrence
Editor

ON THE COVER

The par four sixteenth hole at the new Al Zorah
course in Ajman, UAE, was photographed by Kevin
Murray. The project was overseen by Dirk Bouts of
Nicklaus Design. Turn to page 9 to find out more.
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Elite courses like Pebble Beach Golf Links have
discovered the power of IC Systems. See what IC
can do for you at www.rainbird.com/ICsystem.

Taking an easier path
to world-class conditions.
That’s intelligent.

Rain Bird® IC Systems™—pinpoint control and diagnostics for every single rotor.
With a control module built into each rotor, IC Systems from Rain Bird give you an innovative
solution for field control—one that eliminates the challenges of satellites and decoders. Now you can
manage your system rotor by rotor and track advanced diagnostics down to every individual head.
Because achieving elite playing conditions isn’t about working harder—it’s about working smarter.
Rain Bird is the official irrigation supplier of Pebble Beach Resorts®.
Pebble Beach®, Pebble Beach Golf Links®, Pebble Beach Resorts®, The Lone Cypress™, The Heritage logo and their underlying
distinctive images are trademarks, serivce marks and trade dress of Pebble Beach Company. Used by permission.

Integrated
Control Module

SPONSORS

Donald Harradine founded the family’s golfing practice in 1929.
Harradine Golf has designed, constructed, remodelled and/or supervised
the construction of over 200 golf courses in Europe, Africa, Asia and the
Middle East. Many of those courses have won numerous awards and
some of them even host yearly PGA tournaments.
www.harradine-golf.com

Infinite Variety Golf Design is Europe’s leading restorer of classic
era golf courses, with an emphasis on designs by Harry Colt, Tom
Simpson, Hugh Alison and Frank Pennink. This expertise spills over
into our new build practice where our focus lies in creating original
links and heathland courses on high quality sandy sites.
www.infinitevarietygolf.com

I have been blessed with a very successful golfing career. My
golf course design philosophy comes from the passion, skill and
experiences I have gained over 24 years playing golf at the highest
level and facing the challenges of the world’s best courses.
www.paulmcginley.com

As turf irrigation specialists, Perrot has dedicated all activities to irrigation
since 1926. It provides the most comprehensive range to irrigate golf
courses, soccer and hockey fields, as well as race tracks. Only Perrot offers
the choice of pop-up sprinklers driven by gear, impact lever or piston.
www.perrot.de

Since 1933, developing and manufacturing innovative irrigation
products has been Rain Bird’s sole focus. Rain Bird now maintains a
physical presence worldwide, with fully owned local companies. Rain
Bird Service Team’s sole focus is irrigation and water conservation. We
call it The Intelligent Use of Water.
www.rainbird.eu

We aim to be the premier supplier of high-quality turf equipment,
environmentally conscious and delivering enhanced performance
for customers. From golf courses to the World Cup, for more than a
century, the most important turf has been manicured by our brand.
www.jacobsen.com

For the past 5 years we have been among the most award-winning golf
course architects in the World, winning multiple awards such as Golf
Inc. Magazine’s Development of the Year and Renovation of the Year. We
believe in being different and have a proven track record of helping our
clients stand out from the crowd and achieve great and unique results.
www.spogardvandervaart.com

The Toro Company is proud of its legacy of quality and innovation.
Customers around the world rely on Toro for high performing products
and the company also leads the way in environmental innovations,
making products safer, cleaner and quieter.
www.toro.com
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PROCORE 648
®

THE SECRET TO
PERFECT TURF

Combining Performance & Efficiency
for Outstanding Value
The ProCore 648 isn’t just a great
performer — it’s a productive one.
The large, 122 cm aeration swath
covers more ground in less time.
Efficient aeration speed moves quickly
from aeration to cleanup. The ProCore
648 delivers flexibility with more than 180
tine options, allowing the exact aeration
for healthy, resilient turf. Add in speedy
productivity, operator comfort features, and
the trusted Toro reliability, and it’s easy to
see that the ProCore 648 will be a valued
performer for years to come.

St. Andrews Links, Scotland
Home of the 2015 Open Championship

Follow the Leader

@ToroGolf

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE PROCORE 648 AT TORO.COM
©2015 The Toro Company. All rights reserved.
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Jones at Capilano
Dear Editor
It is my pleasure to reply to the concerns
raised by Ian Andrew about my article, “Who
routed the course at Capilano: Thompson or
Jones?” published in the October 2014 issue
of Golf Course Architecture.
First, my article provides evidence that
Robert Trent Jones Sr, following a visit to the
property in the summer of 1932, may, in fact,
have routed Capilano. My article does not
argue that Jones deserves attribution as the
course designer, as Andrew charges. Andrew,
himself a golf architect, knows that routing is
only an opening element in a long process of
creativity, imagination, and hard work. In no
place do I state that Jones should be considered
Capilano’s designer; my closing paragraph
makes it very clear that Stanley Thompson
absolutely remains the course designer.
Second, because Thompson visited the
Capilano property in February 1932,
and Jones visited it some five months
later, Andrew seems to be asserting that
Thompson surely had done, at minimum,
a rough routing of the course before Jones
arrived there. Andrews writes: “From this
information it’s rational to conclude that he
[Thompson] walked the site in February and
then produced a routing on a topography
map in his hotel room.” But where is the
absolute, unadulterated historical evidence
that Thompson provided these preliminary
drawings? Could those drawings not be from
the hand of Jones, given to Thompson in
Toronto? Without the drawings, there is no

way to be sure who drew them. Based on
the evidence given above, there is no way to
know for sure who routed Capilano.
Third, Andrew rejects Jones’s claim,
made in his autobiographical book Golf’s
Magnificent Challenge, “I routed the holes for
Thompson at Capilano.” In the same breath
Andrew discards the direct statement made
by Thompson’s biographer James Barclay,
in his biography of Thompson, The Toronto
Terror (2000) that “Jones did the course
routing for Stanley Thompson’s classic layout
at Capilano.” Andrews discards this crediting
on the basis that Barclay was simply parroting
the assertion that Jones had made in Golf’s
Magnificent Challenge. But why would James
Barclay, Canada’s most devoted golf historian
(who died in 2012), accept Jones’s word at
face value? If I had been in Barclay’s shoes,
writing the life story of Canada’s greatest golf
architect, as a Canadian, I would have very
seriously questioned Jones’s assertion and
gone as deeply into the records of Capilano
and into the archives of Stanley Thompson’s
business operations as possible. And Andrew
is wrong when he writes in his letter (in
bold face) “The problem is they both cite
the same exact single source.” Unfortunately,
Barclay did not cite sources for any of his
information; his book has a bibliography,
which includes Jones’s Golf’s Magnificent
Challenge, but there are no footnotes or
precise reference notes to show us where
he found anything. It is possible, is it not,
that Barclay might have known this nugget

GOPHER WATCH

of information in some other way? I just
don’t see a Canadian golf historian giving
away credit for the routing of one of Stanley
Thompson’s classic layouts to an American
architect, without thoroughly reviewing all of
the facts involved – and definitely not just on
the basis of Jones saying so.
Fourth and finally, Andrew falls prey to a
fundamental misunderstanding about the
relationship between Stanley Thompson
and Robert Trent Jones, Sr. The fault is that
Andrew sees Jones as merely another one of
Thompson’s “juniors” and as a “subordinate”
and not as an “associate” and “business
partner,” which is what Jones was from the
time the two men established “Thompson and
Jones, Inc.” in 1930 until the formal dissolution
of their partnership in 1941. As a reading of
my book A Difficult Par: Robert Trent Jones
and the Making of Golf makes clear, Jones
was not ever one of Stanley’s employees, and
Stanley never treated him like one. From the
very beginning of their partnership, which
started in 1930 with the design of Midvale
Golf & Country Club, Thompson pretty much
gave Jones authority to design the courses
he was working on. Jones never worked for
Thompson. By the mid-1930s, as several letters
between Jones and Thompson (preserved in
the Cornell University Archives) show, it was
Thompson, not Jones, who was beseeching
Jones to continue their planning for mutual
golf course projects. Stanley and Trent were
partners, and Stanley was fully capable of
assimilating a Jones routing for Capilano into
his overall design.
As someone deeply interested in the history
of golf course architecture (I teach a course
on the subject at Auburn University), I
enjoy exchanging ideas and debating issues
like this one, always in a friendly, positive
manner. So, I thank Ian Andrew for his letter.
I was hoping to meet and talk through this
issue with him at the annual meeting of the
Stanley Thompson Society at the Oshawa
Golf & Curling Club outside of Toronto.
Unfortunately, I did not see him there, but
I look forward to the day when we can sit
down together and exchange our ideas.
Yours sincerely
James R. Hansen, Ph.D.
Auburn, Alabama

Last time’s Gopher Watch proved a difficult one – we had answers including St Andrews and
Prestwick, but there were quite a few who correctly spotted the excellent par three twelfth hole
at Portmarnock in Dublin. The brilliant Irish links is missed out by many golf travellers to the
Emerald Isle, as they head west in search of big dunes, but more fool them – with maybe the best
turf anywhere and a pile of great holes, it’s a course everyone should see. First out of the hat was
the entry of a good friend of GCA, German architect Christian Althaus. Congratulations, and the
golf shirt is headed for Dusseldorf.
Only a relatively short journey for the roving rodent this time. No clues, it’s a pretty easy one. If
you think you know where he is, answers as usual to gopher@golfcoursearchitecture.net

This is a slightly abridged version of James
Hansen’s response to Ian Andrew’s original
mail, both of which are available in full via
www.golfcoursearchitecture.net.
We are delighted to receive letters from readers,
and the best in each issue will be rewarded with
a GCA golf shirt. Send letters by post to
6 Friar Lane, Leicester, LE1 5RA, UK, or e-mail
us at: letters@golfcoursearchitecture.net
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which forms
part of the Al Zorah real estate
development in the United Arab
Emirates, is complete and will
open for play in December 2015.
The course, a Nicklaus Design project, will
be the first in the small emirate of Ajman,
which lies a few kilometres northeast of
Dubai on the coast of the Persian Gulf.
Sitting alongside mangrove forests, the

course will be affected by the local tidal
system. It will play differently according to
the time of the day and whether or not the
low native areas are flooded.
Dirk Bouts, a senior design associate
at Nicklaus Design, has overseen the
development of the course.
“The main focus was to work with the
site’s existing elements, which are the
neighbouring mangroves and the views,”

said Bouts. “We believe we succeeded well
in using them as the inspiration for the golf
course that has been created today.”
Of the course’s tidal factor, Bouts said: “It
will change the look constantly, and within a
single round of golf, we hope the players will
experience the tide coming in or going out,
which is an experience in and by itself.”
“The design process at Al Zorah went very
smoothly as the client knew exactly what >

GCA caption style...
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The natural mangroves, as seen here on the
par five eighteenth and below on the par three
fifteenth, characterise the Al Zorah site

they wanted and the team that was set up
for the project is first class,” added Bouts.
“Together with a favourable climate yearround to construct the golf course, we have
been able to complete the course on time
and without any major difficulties.”
Al Zorah’s general manager Phil Henderson
confirmed that the final touches are being
added to the course ahead of the scheduled
opening. “A lot of people who have come
and looked at the golf course have said it’s
got a ‘links feel’ to it,” Henderson said. “This
most likely comes from the amount of water
on the course and the rolling topography.
It’s not a true links obviously, but it feels
‘linksy’ when you’re standing on some of the
fairways out there.”

12  Golf Course Architecture

Henderson added that Al Zorah’s tidal
elements and setting helps differentiate it
from other courses in the region.
“You’re not playing on a residential
housing estate, which is huge for a lot of
people,” he said. “With a lot of the golf
courses in the UAE, it seems as if your
fairways are lined by housing, but here it’s
more like playing back in the UK.”
The turf for the course has been supplied
by Atlas Turf International. John Holmes,
the company’s president, said: “Platinum
TE Paspalum was selected because of the
high salt content of the water and soil. This
turfgrass variety is able to thrive in high
salinity situations. Platinum TE requires
low inputs of fertiliser and pesticides,

making it the appropriate
choice for this project.”
Al Zorah Golf Club will also
include a brand new clubhouse
and restaurant, with more off-course
facilities planned for the coming years.
The Al Zorah development is a joint
venture between the Government of Ajman
and Solidere International, a Lebanese
property development firm. Designated a
freehold and free zone area by the, foreigners
will have the right to 100 percent ownership
of land and property at Al Zorah, including
the 42 golf villas at the club.
Troon Golf will manage the new course
and has been actively involved throughout
the development.

The above images highlights the difference between the par-three seventeenth during high and low
tide, when wayward shots may be salvagable from the beach areas
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Connecting the World of Golf

3+

Powerful
Days

30+

Influential
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20+

Networking
Hours

350+

Industry
Leaders

Partner Opportunities & Delegate Registration Now Available
Join leading golf industry professionals for the best international networking and
business development event of the year.
This year’s Forum agenda will focus on four key themes; Leadership, Knowledge, Solution and
Inspiration. Each theme will be extensively explored in a half-day session featuring a mix of panels,
keynote presentations and thought leadership sessions moderated by leading media experts.
Speakers will not only be from the leaders of golf’s great businesses, but will also incorporate
innovators and respected voices from outside of the industry.

Pudong Shangri-La Hotel, Shanghai, China | 1 - 4 November 2015
For more information and to register, please visit www.golfbusinessforum.com
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Maudetour-en-Vexin
course opens for play
Designed by golf course architect Robert
Berthet, the new Maudetour-en-Vexin
Golf Club course in the Vexin Français
natural park has opened for play.
Located to the northwest of Paris,
the 18-hole course has been built on
a protected site and is surrounded by
mature forest. The development had to
meet various ecological criteria and as a
result, irrigation has been limited to the
course’s tees, greens and surrounding
areas. A 70,000 cu m lake has been
created on the site and will contain
runoff and seepage water. This will
provide the course with an autonomous
water resource.
Berthet explained to GCA that the
course does contain a few peculiarities,

notably the fact
that it does not have
a single sand bunker.
The course also
includes a number
of unique land art
sculptures created
by artist Helene
Picardi, created using the
millstone blocks that were dug out
when constructing the lake.
“The earth shaping of the mounds
that separate fairways have been
designed on a geometric pattern to
creating illusions in the perception of
distances,” Berthet said. “Maudetour-enVixen really is a golf course that favours
precision and pleasure of play.”

THE INTERVIEW

Richard Mandell
The Donald Ross-designed golf course at Bacon Park in Savannah, US is set to reopen for play
this October following an extensive restoration project led by Richard Mandell. GCA caught
up with the architect to find out more
What was your role in the work?
In 1925, Donald Ross routed four golf courses
for the City of Savannah, Georgia. Only two
of the courses were built, one of which was
closed in the 1940s. In the mid-1980s, a third
nine was built and the Ross holes were broken
up and split among three nines. Six of the
Ross greens complexes were redesigned at

the time. Over time, all 27 holes deteriorated
to the point of no return and that is when
OC Welch of OC Welch Golf Management
stepped in. After I was brought in, it was clear
to me that a restoration of the original Ross
eighteen was a no-brainer and Mr Welch was
of the same opinion.
How were historical materials used as part
of the project?
I brought Mr Welch the original Ross
masterplan and individual hole drawings as
well as aerial photographs I discovered from
1950 and 1970. We set about restoring the
original Ross 18. When I walked the course
with the Ross hole details, it was pretty
apparent that Ross was making design
decisions in the field after the holes were
roughed in, as things fit perfectly in the
ground. Most likely, the masterplan was an
as-built plan. My efforts at restoration were
a composite of the two sets of drawings as
well as reference from the aerials.
What did your work at Bacon Park involve?
Between existing topography and Ross’s
notes, I was able to accurately elevate
the greens, which are not what most
people think of when Ross greens

are the subject. In fact, some of thee
greens are pretty radical. A prominent
spine bisects the sixth green for example,
while the seventh hole is a rollercoaster
with three levels and two swales bisecting
it from east to west. All of the greens
are much larger in size than what was
actually built.
What do you hope the renovated course
will bring to golfers at Bacon Park?
For the most part, the restoration is very
authentic. We have a few bunkers on the
front nine that are placed exactly where
Ross placed them originally.
One interesting testament to Ross’s
smarts is that on the last four holes of the
golf course, he limits his use of sand to a
total of five bunkers. He recognised the
low-lying nature of those holes and that
bunkers may not drain there, so instead
he specified large mounds throughout the
back nine.
I think some of these holes will have
golfers scratching their heads at first, but
quickly come to appreciate the detail and
the idea that their Ross course is just a
little more special than just the standard
Ross fare.
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Huxley All-Weather
Putting Greens

P r e m i e r A l l - We a t h e r S u r f a c e s f o r G o l f

Huxley Golf All-Weather Putting Green
at The University of Stirling, Scotland

UK and Overseas Enquiries:
Tel +44 (0)1962 733222
Email: sales@huxleygolf.co.uk
www.huxleygolf.com
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Driven to Excellence.
The difference between good and great synthetic courses lies in the hands of those who build them.
At Southwest Greens, we use the most advanced and comprehensive techniques crafted through
years of experience. By working with the world’s best architects and builders, we have developed a
world-class reputation for delivering innovative synthetic turf solutions that are built to last.

Top of The Rock, Ridgedale, MissouRi, usa
an aRnold palMeR design

Mastering the Art of Synthetic Turf Installations.
Southwest Greens Construction • +34 616 582 787 • info@southwestgreens.eu. • southwestgreens.eu
A division of Shaw, a Berkshire Hathaway Company.
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Golfpark Hufeisensee
A new 27-hole course designed by Städler Golf Courses
is under construction in the German town of Halle
(Saale). The brainchild of a local businessman,
the club is located in an area that currently
has very few golf facilities. It is expected
to open for play in 2016.

Footgolf course
The club’s design includes a full
eighteen hole footgolf course, one of
the first to be specifically designed
and built for this purpose.

Practice facilities

The course is complemented by extensive
practice facilities, include a driving range,
putting green and nine-hole short course.

Lake Hufeisensee
Adjoining
fairways

The lake comes into play on the short par-four
eleventh hole and the par-three seventeeth,
which plays directly over the water.

The Golfpark
Hufeisensee design is
distinctive for its joint
fairways, particularly on
the holes closest to
the clubhouse.

Three styles
Course designer Achim Reinmuth explains: “There are three different
design styles for each nine-hole loop. One is called ‘avant-garde’, and has
large bunkers with sharp edges, volcano bunkers and large greens. Another
is called ‘golden age’ with naturalised bunkers with long grass at the banks,
and the other loop is called ‘classic’ with small rounded bunkers and a
strategic placement of tree and planting areas.”

Image: Brian Walters Photography

Tatanka opens for play
A new golf course has opened near the town of Niobrara, in the
US state of Nebraska. Designed by Paul Albanese of Albanese &
Lutzke, the Tatanka Golf Club course forms part of the Ohiya
Casino Resort, located on the Santee Sioux Native American
Reservation in the northeastern part of the state.
Albanese said: “Nothing is forced. Nature has been respected
in the design process, which is something very important to
the Sioux and appreciated. We took the history and the culture
of the area and the Santee Sioux Nation and used it as a design
inspiration in a subtle and respectful way.”
When it opened in the late 1990s, the casino resort was the
first of its kind in Nebraska. General manager Brian Bursheim
is delighted with the new addition: “The golf course will put
the resort on the map and make its own name.”
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5 COURSES.
81 TOTAL HOLES.
365 DAYS A YEAR.

ONE
BRAND
OF TURF EQUIPMENT
To keep its 81 holes of world-class golf in flawless shape every day, Pebble Beach uses only
Jacobsen turf equipment on every inch of every hole.
For more than 90 years, Pebble Beach has been a national treasure. Its five breathtaking courses
contain some of the most iconic golf images known to the game. Six major championships
helped create an indelible image of majestic beauty and striking contrasts.
For more information about Jacobsen or to find a Jacobsen dealer near you, visit jacobsen.com.

.

FOR A LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE
ON YOUR COURSE, CALL 01473 270000
www.ransomesjacobsen.com
GCA/Pebble/10/2015
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New Huxham course opens in South Korea

A new 18-hole golf course has opened near
Busan, South Korea. The Diamond Country
Club course has been designed by Huxham
Golf Designs – a Montreal-based firm led by
brothers Warren and Darrell Huxham.
“When Darrell and I first walked the site
together with the client, we had to hike up
through the forest 30 minutes from the
nearest road just to get to the base of the
site,” Warren Huxham told GCA. “The site is
up in the mountains on very steep terrain.

Nine holes open for
play at El Desafio

The first nine holes of a new course
at the El Desafio Resort in Argentina’s
Patagonia region have opened for play.
Designed by Greg Norman’s firm, the
course is located just outside the town
of San Martín de los Andes.
The 18-hole, 7,100-yard course
has been developed with a focus on
protecting the local environment.
Tees, fairways and roughs have been
seeded with fine fescues in order to ensure
firm, fast conditions and a high level of
playability. Native surround areas have
been left untouched, while the course’s
innovative irrigation system is completely
gravity fed, which ensures no pumps and
no electricity consumption.

Fortunately we had already quite a bit of
experience in designing in mountainous
terrain back home in Canada on ski resorts,
so we weren’t too fazed.”
The project’s construction team moved
approximately 2.5 million cu m of material,
of which about 1.25 million cu m was
blasted. Despite the complexities of such a
steep and rocky site, Huxham said that the
design team was able to avoid any blind shots
and uphill holes.

“We had tremendous support from the
Korean engineers involved, as they would tell
us what could and could not be done with
regard to slopes,” he said.
Floodlit throughout, Huxham is confident
the facility will aid golf ’s growth in South
Korea. “With the success of the Korean
women on the LPGA, golf is increasingly
popular over there,” he says. “I was informed
that they play around 10-11 months a year in
Busan and will play well into the night.”

Weller design coming to
France’s Limousin region

A new golf course is being developed at the
Halcyon Retreat Golf & Spa Resort in the
Limousin region of France.
The 18-hole course has been designed by
Weller Designs, with European Golf Services
hired to carry out the construction.
Located among the resort’s 220-acres of
countryside grounds, the course will firstly
be landscaped before the greens are laid.

“We are delighted to have been awarded the
contract to build the golf course at Halcyon
Retreat,” said Declan O’Malley, managing
director of European Golf Services. “This is a
fantastic opportunity and one where we look
forward to delivering a spectacular course. It
is such a natural site with a beautiful natural
rolling landscape; it is dream location for a
fantastic parkland course.”
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A new golf course has opened at The
Leela Ambience Gurgaon Hotel in
Gurgaon, India. Hawaii-based firm
Nelson & Haworth Golf Course
Architects has designed the nine-hole,
par-three Ambience Greens course. The
course is floodlit, meaning golfers can
play the course into the evening, with a
final tee off time of 9.30pm.

Architect Stephen Kay has recently
completed a restoration project at
the Union League Golf Club in the
Torresdale area of Philadelphia, US.
Originally designed by Donald Ross,
the project saw the restoration of all
sand bunkers and tees, while all greens
were restored to their original sizes.

This 1947 photograph shows the 16th
hole at Moraine Country Club in
Dayton, Ohio, being played by Ben
Hogan during an exhibition match.
The course was designed by Alec
Campbell in 1930, for owner Colonel
Edward A. Deeds, co-founder of the
Wright Airplane Company. The club
has recently embarked on a restoration
project with architect Keith Foster.
Extensive tree removal (as seen right
before, top, and during restoration
work) is helping to restore the vistas
of the course’s early days. More on
this project can be found by visiting
www.golfcoursearchitecture.net

EGCOA annual conference
heads to Amsterdam
The golf course at the Chechessee Creek
Club in Okatie, South Carolina has
reopened following a renovation project.
Originally designed by Bill Coore and
Ben Crenshaw, Coore returned to the
Chechessee Creek to lead the recent
project. Coore made numerous design
suggestions for the project, including
the addition of forward tees on eight
holes, four formal bunkers to replace a
waste bunker on the fifth hole, and the
reworking of bunkers on seven holes
using the Better Billy Bunker method.
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The European Golf Course Owners
Association (EGCOA) will be hosting
its annual conference in Amsterdam,
Netherlands from 25-27 November.
The event will take place at The International
near Amsterdam’s Schiphol airport. The
International is home to an 18-hole course
originally by Bruno Steensels’ MasterGolf firm.
“The International was an easy choice this
year for us due to it unrivaled facilities and
convenient location,” EGCOA director Lodewijk
Klootwijk told GCA. “The International is also
a facility that truly has vision and has been very
successful in selling a high end product in what
many may have called a saturated golf market.”

The EGCOA’S VISION 2020 project was
launched at last year’s annual conference,
and the 2015 event will have a theme of
‘From VISION to action’. Marking the tenth
anniversary of the EGCOA, the event will
provide the opportunity to hear success stories
from golf facilities across Europe, many of
which have taken action to change and adapt
their approach to the fast changing golf market.
Klootwijk added: “Building on the
momentum and overwhelming responses we
have received for the VISION 2020 project, we
are working hard to make our anniversary event
a memorable celebration of the EGCOA’s work
over the last decade.”
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Golf architects visit heath and
links of England for study tour
Golf course architects from around the
world visited south-east England to attend
a study tour organised by the European
Institute of Golf Course Architects (EIGCA).
Supported by Toro, the five-day tour
allowed members of the EIGCA, American
Society of Golf Course Architects (ASGCA)
and the Society of Australian Golf Course
Architects (SAGCA) to play and learn more
about four of England’s classic courses.
Titled ‘To Heath & Links’, the tour’s
attendees visited two heathland courses

– Sunningdale and The Berkshire – and
two links courses – Royal St George’s and
Royal Cinque Ports. EIGCA president
Tom Mackenzie said: “Bringing together
the members of the SAGCA, ASGCA and
EIGCA to study and play these wonderful
golf courses and, perhaps most importantly,
to share our knowledge, has been a
wonderful experience and one which I’m
sure we have all appreciated.”
More information on the event can be
found on www.golfcoursearchitecture.net

New Kigali GC layout set
to boost golf in Rwanda

The redevelopment of the golf course at Kigali
Golf Club in Rwanda is progressing well.
Darran Johnston of All Africa Golf
Construction has drawn up a new layout for
the course, and spoke to GCA about the work.
“What will make this course different is
the grass species we are going to use and
the automated irrigation system we are
installing,” Johnston said. “We are planting
kikuyu grass tees, fairways and rough
with Dominator bentgrass greens. This
combination is not seen on many courses
around the world.”
Despite the course’s proximity to the
equator, the high altitudes of the Kigali site
means the area does not suffer from high
humidity or a damaging winter period which
may negatively affect the turf grass species.

“Golfers will benefit from receptive
greens, definitions in cutting height, more
strategic thinking in shot play, better course
maintenance and, most importantly, being
able to use all the clubs in the bag through the
18 holes,” said Johnston.
Johnston added that he felt the golf industry
in Africa is ‘about to explode’, and that
the current generation of presidents and
committees at clubs are ready and willing to
bring many of the continent’s courses back up
to their previous glory.
“Many clubs in Africa have such great
history and with the game enjoying a huge
middle-class boom, many clubs are looking
to upgrade their existing courses,” he said. “I
believe Kigali Golf Course will get this trend
rolling throughout East Africa.”

A new golf course has opened for play
in Bourail, New Caledonia. Golf course
architect Cynthia Dye has designed the
Exclusiv Golf Deva course at Sheraton
New Caledonia Deva Resort and Spa,
which is the first from the Dye family
to open in Oceania.

A bunker renovation project has been
completed at Secession Golf Club in
South Carolina. The club’s bunkering
was reworked using the EcoBunker
construction method, and was received
positively during a recent competition.
“Secession GC has given EcoBunker
the opportunity to prove that we
offer much more than a typical
supply company,” said Richard Allen,
managing director, Ecobunker.

Phil Mickelson has paid a visit to the
site of the currently under-construction
Mickelson National Golf Club near
Calgary, Canada. Mickelson’s first
design in the country will form the
centrepiece of a new residential
community named ‘Harmony’.

A redesign of the Ocean Course at the
Sea Pines Resort on Hilton Head Island,
South Carolina is to get underway on
5 October. The project is being led
by the Love Golf Design firm, with
architect Scot Sherman serving as the
project’s lead design associate.
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Does

strategy
still
exist?
Adam Lawrence asks several golf architects if a
new philosophy of course design is needed

T

hough the typical golf course of
1910 would not look much like that
of 1960 or 2010, there is one thing
that connected them all. That’s the
basic philosophy of strategy design, set out
in the early part of the twentieth century
by golf thinkers such as John Laing Low of
Woking GC and the R&A and developed by
most of the key architects of the time, men
like Harry Colt, Charles Blair Macdonald
and Alistair MacKenzie.
Strategic design, which was created to
counter the penal school in vogue up till then,
holds that, in Colt’s famous words, hazards
are not placed to punish bad shots, but rather
shots that are not quite good enough. Low,
and those who came after him, argued that
good holes provided a relatively risk free route
for weak golfers to reach the putting surface,
by tacking around hazards, and offered the
stronger, more ambitious player, opportunities
to save strokes by taking a shorter route – and
challenging the hazards set up by the designer.
This ran directly contrary to the penal
philosophy, which set out to punish
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mistakes proportionally to their severity.
Topped shots were viewed as the worst
misdemeanours, so on penal courses,
architects provided cross bunkers where
natural cross-hazards didn’t exist, to force
players to get the ball airborne, or else.
Strategic design has remained, ostensibly
at least, the dominant theory of golf
architecture ever since. To say a course is
‘strategic’ is to praise it, and to say it lacks
strategy is negative criticism. Though many
architects, in practice, have built courses
where strategy is pushed to the back burner,
few if any have actually come out and argued
against the basic philosophy.
Yet, in our modern age, strategic design is
under pressure. A classic strategic hole might
have a bunker cut in the left side of the fairway,
and another in the right front of the green,
protecting pin locations on that side. The
strategy is simple and elegant: challenge the
left-side fairway bunker in order to have the
easiest angle of approach to the flag, especially
when it is on the right, protected by the trap.
So far, so straightforward. But the modern

style of golf conspires against this strategy.
Good players, with modern equipment,
hit the ball a mile, so it is quite likely that
the carefully positioned fairway bunker of
only a few decades ago is now many yards
back from where today’s strong player will
land his drive, unless either the tee has been
moved back, or the bunker moved forwards.
And hitting a shorter approach shot makes
the threat of the protecting hazard that
much less, as does the extreme spin which
today’s elite impart on the ball. When players
have an exact yardage, great distance control
and can stop the ball on a sixpence, then to
shoot at the flag becomes much less risky.
There is a flipside to this. Sometimes,
reading the works of the early strategic
thinkers (mostly extremely good golfers),
it seems they fail to understand the nature
of a poor player’s game. Referring to
bogey golfers as ‘the short player’, Low et
al suggested that such people could, by
playing wide of the hazards, have a relatively
easy way to get to the green, even though it
would almost certainly take an extra shot.

Photo: Courtesy of Woburn Golf Club
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Weaker players, when presented with a split fairway hole,
may well aim at the central hazard figuring that it gives
them the best chance of hitting one or the other fairway

The trouble is that short and straight only
covers a small proportion of hack golfers.
Plenty of 20-odd handicappers are perfectly
capable of giving the ball a fearful whack
with their drivers – they just have far less
control over where the thing will actually
come back to earth.
These are the players for whom strategic
golf is most problematic. They typically
stand on the tee of a hole, and aim for the
middle of the fairway come what may, in
the hope of at least finishing on short grass.
Heck, these are the sort of players who,
when presented with a split fairway hole,
or a central bunker, will aim at the hazard,
figuring that then, at least, they might find
one or other fairway.
“Weak players interact with the strategy of
the golf hole by playing to avoid hazards,”
says Andy Haggar of Faldo Design. “They
don’t want to risk being in bunkers, water,
trees etc.. In that way they hit to where
they think the ball will safely land. They’re
probably a bit more gung-ho from the tee
where fairway bunkers are concerned as they

probably feel they have as much chance of
missing them as of hitting them because
they don’t have that degree of control over
their driver. They will be more conscious
of hazards around a green as that is a more
specific target and often requires a shorter
shot (than the tee shot) using a more
accurate club. That, in theory means a better
chance of hitting the ball where the desire
is for it to go. Anything where the weaker
golfer is likely to lose a golf ball, such as
water, will generally be avoided at all costs.”
American designer Forrest Richardson,
author of Routing the Golf Course points out
that the same shot has different challenges and
implication for different golfers, according to
their skills and mindsets. “I see five types of
golf design, embodied to an extent in every
hole or shot,” he says. “These are penal, heroic,
detour, lay-up and open. One shot might easily
be a layup for me, but heroic for you, if you
can carry the ball further.”
“Strategy is influenced by two dimensions;
first the player’s capabilities and second his
willingness to think through the options,”

agrees Dutch architect Frank Pont. “The first
dimension is what capabilities the player
has; weak players come in many types, from
accurate very short hitters to long very
inaccurate hitters to everything in between.
The second dimension is how much they are
willing to think through and analyse their
game and the required strategy per hole. The
worst combination is someone with no skills
and who does not want to think, in their
case they will probably find that the strategic
golf course plays a lot harder than it needs to
because they often will fall for many of the
traps set by the designer. However someone
who does think, but cannot execute that well,
will mostly get around a strategic course with
wide fairways OK, but just be frustrated by his
game because they realise they are not in the
right spots because of their lack of golf skills.
But even for such weaker players strategic
designed holes at least gives them an option/
chance to try to do various things, which is
still a lot better than only having one option.”
“The flaw in the premise is that it assumes
golfers are static in their skill level and that
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and strategies does that in an inviting
way that keeps the golfing experience a
positive one, even when the numbers on the
scorecard aren’t the desired ones.”
“There’s an argument to say that strategy
has the most relevance to the golfer whose
skill level is somewhere between the elite
level and the higher handicapper,” says Andy
Haggar. “This would be the competent player
who, for instance, knows they have a chance
of carrying a bunker or playing out of one if
they do go in it, can hit all clubs pretty well
and therefore can make decisions on where to
hit the ball, how far etc. Whether they achieve
the shot they want is another matter and not
a given. It’s the extreme ends of the golfing
ability scale that possibly have a more tenuous
link to strategy. I think strategy becomes
more and more relevant as the weaker golfer
improves his/her game and lowers his/her

handicap.” Haggar is clearly right in this
contention; just as the weak player struggles
to interface with the strategy of the golf
hole, the real elite are able to ignore it in
most circumstances, either by blasting tee
shots straight past the hazards, or hitting
and sticking approaches to an extent that
greenside hazards are barely relevant.
The most obvious way to reimpose strategy
for the elite is through extremely firm
conditions. When greens are bone hard, to
the extent that even the best cannot easily
stop their balls on them, then angles again
become important – though when the
course is this firm, it also means that drives
will roll out further, so the approach shots
required are likely to be short. Professionals
in particular intensely dislike this style of
golf – witness the whingeing seen on the rare
occasions that championships are played
Images: Portions reprinted from Routing the Golf Course (John Wiley & Sons, 2002)

they won’t improve over time,” says American
architect Art Schaupeter. “While some, and
maybe even most, golfers might not improve
vastly, they will improve certain aspects
of their game over time. The premise also
completely undervalues the golfer’s mental
connection to the golf course and doesn’t
provide for the growth of their knowledge
and understanding of the course through
multiple rounds. All golfers are evolving
mentally, even if they aren’t evolving as
much with their skills. The more they play
in general, and the more they play a specific
course, they are continually learning and
developing a deeper understanding, or at
least awareness, for the available options and
strategies of each hole. Golfers will always
aspire to improve their game, and the golf
course should accommodate and encourage
that aspiration. Providing a variety of options

RETHINKING STRATEGY
In his book Routing the Golf Course, golf architect Forrest Richardson proposed a rethinking of strategy to account for different players’ attributes. “What
might be heroic for one, may be penal to another,” he explained. Instead of the traditional descriptions of holes as either strategic, penal or heroic, Richardson
proposed the below five design concepts, and argued that strategy should apply to shots rather than entire holes, and be player-specific:

Open – The open design is one with little or no obstacle. While not
typically desirable, especially in numbers, its use is occasionally
a reprieve within a routing whether to form a tee
shot or approach among other holes and
shots of strategic variety.

Detour – The shot
presented to a golfer
where there are distinct
and multiple
options to follow.

Heroic – Biting off as much as one
can muster. The heroic shot is about
diagonals and selecting the line of charm
across a hazard or unpleasant zone.

Lay-up – The
lay-up shot is
where design dictates
just how far the shot
can go. Too far becomes the
penalty, forcing the golfer to
abide by length.

Penal
– Either
the shot must fall
narrowly between,
or it must carry a
particular wasteland with
no alternative route. Penal
shots (and holes) are those with
only one course of pursuit for the player.
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in truly firm conditions, such as last year’s
Open at Muirfield, or this year’s US Open at
Chambers Bay.
But is there another way of imposing a
requirement for strategic thought on the
best? Andy Haggar says his boss at Faldo
Design has one idea. “Nick believes the key
to applying strategy to the elite player and
professional lies to a large degree in spin
control,” he says. For the pros it’s about
making birdies and therefore getting to
within 15ft of the pin. To do that they need
good spin control on the ball most of the
time. Statistics show that on certain holes
with certain pin positions birdies can be
strongly linked to shots in from a certain
distance, that is, certain pin positions need
a shot in from a certain distance to get a
predicable reaction. This distance is typically
100-135 yards out. This also shows that there
is such a thing as getting too close to a green,
typically at 40-80 yards from the flag, because
at that distance it can be harder for many
golfers to control the ball with spin to the
accuracy they desire.
“In design we look at bringing the lie on
the fairway, or off the fairway for that matter,
into play with pin positions and contours
on the green. In other words we look at
matching the design of the landing area (and
immediate surrounds to it) to the design of
the green/green complex and so consequently
where you land the ball from the tee is linked
to where the pin is on the green. This is about
placing emphasis on hitting the right part of
a fairway from the tee shot, and can be quite
specific for the degree of accuracy to be high
enough to challenge the elite player. Missing
the appropriate landing area with a tee shot,
for the pin position being played to, could
result in the ball finishing if not in a hazard

then on an unfavourable slope and/or off the
fairway in rough. Getting to within 15ft of
the flag in this instance is going to be much
harder, largely due to the reduction in spin
control the golfer is able to get on the ball.
If a green is missed, making the shot back
difficult is also good strategic design for the
elite player.”

“We have the elite
players on one side
and the rest of us on
the other side, and it
is very hard to have
both play on the
same course without
making compromises
that will hurt the end
product for one of
those groups”
Frank Pont has his own recipe for making
courses strategic even for the best. “Firm
greens sloping away from the player, difficult
pin positions on asymmetrically defended
greens and penal fairway hazards at the
relevant driving distances are the only
defences against the elite players,” he says.
“But as Geoff Ogilvy states so nicely: ‘Why

would you want to design a course for us?
Nobody would want to play it.’ In effect we
have the elite players on one side and the rest
of us on the other side, and it is very hard to
have both play on the same course without
making compromises that will hurt the end
product for one of those groups.”
“I have always been of the mindset that
strategy and options are critical to the
design of every single hole I design,” says Art
Schaupeter. “To me incorporating strategy
and options into each hole has as much to do
with the mental part of the sport as it does
with the physical part. I am trying to put the
golfer in a different psychological state, one
where they believe that they have control of
their game and control of their approach to
each hole. I want to put the golf in their hands
by giving them various options and various
strategic decisions on each hole (if possible). I
think this creates a better opportunity for golf
to be a much more positive experience for all
golfers, regardless of skill level.
Understanding where you want the golfer
to be psychologically establishes the focus for
the golf design itself. I use strategic options
and variety to try and accomplish putting
the golfer in a positive emotional place where
the round of golf is engaging, enjoyable
and adventurous. I tell all of my clients that
width is more important than length. With
width I can accomplish all of the things that
I want to do with the design that creates the
experience I think golfers will find enjoyable
and engaging. To this point, I believe the golf
course should appear easier and play harder
as opposed to appear harder and play easier,
with certain caveats and limitations as to
how it plays harder. I think this type of golf
course will have more depth and more lasting
enjoyment and interest for players.” GCA

From the tee, how often is the average
golfer’s strategy anything other than
aiming down the middle of the fairway?
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Testing the best
Architect Rees Jones tells GCA that the future of golf will
require a new kind of championship course

T

“Throughout the
game’s history the
approach shot with
a wood or long iron
to a well-protected
green has been
regarded as the
supreme test of the
very best players”
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he term ‘championship course’
is used reverently in golf circles
and most golf clubs aspire to
such a distinction. For more
than four decades, American architect
Rees Jones (known to many as the ‘Open
Doctor’) has been designing courses that
are of the utmost championship quality. He
has worked on numerous famed courses,
which collectively have hosted 23 major
championships, five Ryder Cups, as well as
other premiere events.
This coming year, 13 courses originally
designed or renovated by Jones will be
in the limelight as venues for: 2016 PGA
Championship (Baltusrol Golf Club Lower Course), 2016 Ryder Cup (Hazeltine
National Golf Club), six PGA Tour events
including the annual hosting of the Tour
Championship (East Lake Golf Club), 2016
Women’s PGA Championship (Sahalee
Country Club), Swinging Skirts LPGA Classic
(Lake Merced Golf Club) and the 2016 US
Amateur (Oakland Hills Country Club).
“The way we view championship golf
courses is changing,” says Jones. “It’s no
longer just about distance. True, there are
plenty of professionals who now drive the
ball over 300 yards, but there are also still
plenty of tour players who don’t. Making
courses even longer is not the sole solution,
even if it’s desirable for other reasons.”
Jones believes course designers today
need to be innovative; they need to figure
out ways to make golf courses challenging
but not overly favouring the longest hitters.
“Even today, when courses tip-out at 7,5007,600 yards, the entirety of that length is
not really intended to be used on the same
day,” he says. “It’s to also give flexibility
in course setup. Mixing up the setup with
shorter holes as well as long ones is a good
thing, giving balance between longer and
shorter hitters.”
Jones knows the style of a course is often
dictated by the landform, but when it comes
to designing green complexes he believes it
requires both a meticulous mind, and one
that is creative, yet in subtle ways.
“In the past, we used to think that front
hole locations were more difficult when
they were protected by hazards,” he says.

“But today, players hit the ball so high
and they impart so much spin, getting the
ball to those locations is not so difficult
for them unless the green is elevated
with a slope in front like many greens at
Augusta or the Valley of Sin in front of the
eighteenth green at St Andrews.
“Often, it is hole locations at the back
or the corners of the greens that are most
difficult because players want to fly the
ball, even beyond the flag, and spin it back.
This encourages the pros to use driver
off the tee, even though this gives the
player less of a chance to hit the fairway
from which they can spin the ball. An
errant shot over the green will be harder
to recover from because most greens are
pitched from back to front. We’ve seen
this often. Tournament setup folks have
recognised it too.”
According to Jones, today’s golf ball
technology also comes into play. “These
days, golf balls are constructed to allow
stopping shots on a dime, so even when
greens are firm the players can still aim at
flags from the fairway,” he says. “This makes
creatively crafted green contours more
important for championship play than
ever before. But of course, championship
organisers generally want extremely fast
greens and so you have to have pinnable
areas that are flatter than in the past. So,
in short, we are concentrating more on the
transition areas in greens.”
Jones reminds us that hazards also
need to be revaluated, and the rough is
more significant now, than in years prior.
It is, he notes, significant that the deep,
small revetted pot bunkers of the Open
Championship rota courses still pose a
challenge, even to the best players, and thus,
they define their playing strategy around
them, as was the case with Tiger Woods
during his two Open wins at St Andrews, in
which he executed his game in such a way as
to avoid the bunkers above all.
“The bunker game of today’s tour
professional is so proficient that normal
sand hazards don’t typically affect them,
especially given the level of preparation of
sand bunkers and the quality of the sand
today – but water does,” says Jones, “That’s
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The South Course at Torrey Pines in California was totally remodelled by Rees Jones in advance of the 2008 US Open. It will host the championship again in 2021

why Augusta is so challenging, because of
the water on the back nine.” This, Jones
points out, is another area where the needs
of the professionals and the average golfer
may clash; everyday players may enjoy the
visual appeal of water-laden courses (and
the challenge of taking on a water hazard)
but they are also paying for their own golf
balls, and losing ball after ball to water can
get old fast.
Even among championship organisers,
there are different mindsets about what
constitutes an appropriate test. Week
after week Tour courses are typically set
up to allow players to shoot at pins and
make birdies, often for excitement value.
Traditionally, the PGA and the USGA prefer
a more severe examination.
Rees Jones says even those organisations
have realised that targeting a winning score
close to par is a futile exercise. “I think
we’ve gotten away from the par mindset,”
Jones said. “We can’t control it. If we get

rain before the event, the greens are like
targets, and the players will score low. You
want the best players to prevail. I think
we’re going to see a lot more double-digit,
under-par scores winning majors, and I
don’t think the USGA, the PGA or the
R&A are really concerned about that. The
priority is to test the player’s ability with
every shot in golf. The pros don’t have to
hit long approach shots much anymore,
and that’s a pity – throughout the game’s
history the approach shot with a wood or
a long iron to a well-protected green has
been regarded as the supreme test for the
best players. So that’s why par fives which
the pros will almost always seek to reach
in two, or even drivable par fours, have
become increasingly important in today’s
championship golf. Converting par fives
into long par fours is something which
the USGA and the PGA have done quite
often, and so, as long as you don’t overdo
it, I think it’s a good idea. We want the

players to have to hit every club in the bag,
not just a parade of drivers and very short
irons, and really, that is one of a few ways in
which we can accomplish that strategy.”
In closing, Jones reminds us his
prescription for design success also includes
a sense of balance. “The balance of a course
is important too,” he said. “Today, we
typically have four to six really good birdie
opportunities, six swing holes and six really
challenging holes, where a par is a great
score. We are looking for balance, for holes
that give the very best players a good chance
to gain an advantage over the rest of the
field. In order for a championship course to
be compelling, it will always include a variety
of captivating holes.” GCA

Rees Jones established his golf design business
in 1974 and has designed or redesigned more
than 170 courses in his career
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Let’s make the game
of golf more enjoyable
British architects David Williams and Ken Moodie call
for ball-finding technology to be made legal in golf

I
“There is no intrinsic
benefit bestowed
to the game by the
lost ball rule, so why
should we keep it?”
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f there was a simple way to speed
up play, simplify rulings, reduce
player frustration and improve the
environment of the golf course most
right-thinking golfers would agree to
it, wouldn’t they? But when it comes to
legislating on the Rules of Golf things may
not be quite as simple.
Consider the tour professional. Does he
play the same game as the average golfer
or one which is a world apart? Aside from
his far higher level of skill, does he not
have an unfair advantage over us mere
mortals? Presented with courses in tip top
condition, bunkers prepared to a uniform
consistency with as much love and attention
as the greens, and beautifully manicured
turf to play from, they do have one other
very big advantage; they very rarely lose a
golf ball. No matter how wild they are from
a tee, and seemingly no matter how thick
the grass, they normally find it within the
allotted five minutes, even if it means half
the crowd searching with them, or sound
men, caddies, playing partners and officials,
as was the case when Phil Mickelson lost a
ball on the eighth hole at Royal Lytham in
the 2012 Open. Even, on occasion, camera
footage of the ball landing in the rough
has been used to help locate it – which you
could argue is in breach of the rules.
Would it not be simpler to use technology
to the full and allow ball-locating devices
for all golfers? There is no intrinsic benefit
bestowed to the game by the lost ball rule,
so why should we protect it? Even with
ball-finding technology there would still
be occasions when a ball would need to be
replayed from the same position, such as
when it goes out of bounds or straight into
an unplayable lie, but we would benefit
from fewer time delays and a faster game
would result.
How many golfers have been frustrated by
the search for lost balls when the rough is
high in early summer? If a group of golfers

each lose a ball in the rough during a round
it can add 20 minutes to the game. On
some courses, it is common for someone
in a fourball to lose a ball on each hole,
leading to very slow rounds of five hours or
more. Who would choose to return to same
course after such a game?
Members also complain about lost balls,
putting pressure on clubs to mow the rough
which can have a detrimental impact on
the environment of the course (tall, native
grasses are an important habitat for animals
and plants alike). Mowing rough also adds
significantly to staffing requirements and
maintenance costs.
Elderly golfers, with failing eyesight, are
greatly disadvantaged. Many give up the
game when they can no longer see the
complete flight of their ball. Ball-locating
devices could greatly add to their enjoyment
of the game and the number of years they
are able to continue playing the sport.
When we have embraced technology in
our everyday lives and it has become an
accepted part of other sports why should
golf abstain? From HawkEye at Wimbledon
and sensors on cricket bails, to football’s
recent adoption of goal-line technology,
electronic advances have been harnessed
to great effect. In golf we have accepted
the use of distance measuring devices for
most amateur play, which you could argue
is more against the spirit of the game than
a ball-finding device, but it has probably
had some effect of speeding up the game,
particularly for those golfers that would
pace out distances from sprinkler heads and
150 yard markers if it was not available.
What benefit to the game does the lost ball
scenario bring? Especially when finding a
ball in deep rough is largely down to chance
and the perseverance of the golfers you
happen to be playing with.
But it is perhaps the environment of the
golf course which will claim the greatest
benefit if our proposals were to be adopted.

Tour professional golfers have a very big advantage – they very rarely lose a golf ball

At present, golf courses are not always
seen as environmentally friendly users of
land. This is generally directly related to
the amount of intensively managed turf
they require in comparison to the areas of
natural vegetation that can be retained or
developed within the site. The use of large
quantities of scarce water to irrigate the
course is also a primary concern.
The amount of water required for
irrigation is proportional to the quantity
of managed turfgrass on the course, and
the area of managed turf is directly related
to the requirement that golfers should be
able to find their ball, however wildly they
hit it. In many Mediterranean areas, where
the courses are designed to accommodate
holiday golfers, fairways are generally wide to
ensure that even the least proficient can find
a decent lie after he has hit his drive. The
managed areas of turf are not just limited
to fairways and often rough is intensively
maintained for the same reason.
When the European Institute of Golf
Course Architects played an event at a leading
course in Portugal, its American architect
apologised for the number of golf balls that
had been lost during the round, thereby
causing problems of slow play and player
frustration. He explained that this was a
direct consequence of the very limited supply
of water which was available for irrigation
purposes which had led to the creation of
narrow fairways and the retention of native

vegetation in the rough areas. Ironically,
although his apologies sought to address the
frustrations our members had experienced
while playing golf, the course has won
many awards for its ecological sensitivity by
successfully integrating natural vegetation
areas within the layout.

“The area of managed
turf is directly related
to the requirement
that golfers should be
able to find their ball”
If the ball-finding devices were allowed
under the Rules of Golf all courses would be
able to reduce the area of managed turfgrass
they require and replace it with natural
flora. This would benefit the environment
and add to the golfing experience while
reaping a saving in maintenance costs. The
recovery shot from the rough would still be
difficult, but at least the ball would be found
quickly and the player would not incur a
lost-ball penalty.
As technology improves the quality of
the golf balls and detection equipment
can be improved, and the costs lowered,

but investment will only take place if the
equipment can be used in competition.
This will require a change to the rules
of golf by the R&A and USGA which
currently prohibits the use of such devices.
At the European Institute of Golf Course
Architects’ annual meeting in April a show
of hands indicated that the vast majority
of members present supported such a
move. The move to change the rules has
also been joined in the United States by
the renowned golf writer Ron Whitten,
who has agreed to be the American face of
the campaign. Ron originally heard David
Williams speak on the subject at the 2010
EIGCA World Forum and Conference held
in St. Andrews, and immediately offered
his support and assistance.
An approach was made to the R&A last
year to request a rule change but this was
rejected for the next revision which is due
in 2016. However, we are hopeful that it
may be adopted for the next revision of the
Rules in 2020. We would welcome a broader
debate and feedback from others in the
industry to demonstrate that there is wider
support for the proposal and we would
welcome your views. GCA

David Williams of David Williams Golf
Design and Ken Moodie of Creative Golf
Design are both Past Presidents of the EIGCA
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The

world’s

newest
great golf

destination

Fresh from a visit to Australia’s uber-remote
King Island, Jim Hansen describes the two
new courses the island has to offer

T

here may not be a more remote or
unlikely place for world-class golf
than faraway King Island. Situated
in the middle of Bass Strait halfway
between the northwestern tip of Tasmania
and Australia’s Victorian coast, this relatively
small (682 sq m in area, less than a third the
size of Long Island) and sparsely populated
island (by humans anyway, some 1,800 compared to half a million wallabies), is principally known for wrecking sailing ships on
its rocky shores, its vast cattle ranches, and
its luscious smoked cheddar and blue-vein
cheeses. Yet today King Island is on the verge
of becoming one of the globe’s most exotic
golf destinations, with two new 18-hole
seaside layouts offering not only spectacular
views of the Great Southern Ocean but also
challenging windblown golf holes that will
shipwreck all but the best navigators. Already
one course, Cape Wickham Links, designed
by Michigan-based Mike DeVries (creator of
Kingsley Club, Greywalls, and Pilgrim’s Run),
on the northwestern tip of the island, is
ready for play. Another 18-hole layout, Ocean
Links, designed by Victoria’s Graeme Grant
(architect of Kooyonga and Indooroopilly) is
scheduled to open next spring.
Architect DeVries, when introduced to
the project by golf writer Darius Oliver,
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immediately saw the tremendous potential
of Cape Wickham. But he also recognised, as
Oliver did, that extra land would make for
a better, world-class routing. Enter Duncan
Andrews, the experienced owner of the
Dunes Golf Links on Victoria’s Mornington
Peninsula, who bought the adjoining land,
invested in the overall Cape Wickham project,
and turned the creative DeVries loose.
The stunning result, Cape Wickham
Links, formally opens in October 2015.
The namesake and icon for the course
is the Cape Wickham Lighthouse, on
the most northerly point of King Island,
some 56 miles from Cape Otway on the
Australian mainland. Built in 1861 to
guide ships easing their way through the
dangerously narrow passage between
the two capes on the way to Sydney, the
Cape Wickham Lighthouse is the tallest
lighthouse in the southern hemisphere.
The structure, 48m tall, also dominates the
golfing landscape and adds a friendly yet
fearful character to the golfer’s play.
It may be an exaggeration to say that the
holes along Carmel Bay at Pebble Beach don’t
hold a candle to Cape Wickham, or to make
that comparison to such scenically beautiful
courses as Cruden Bay, Turnberry, or
Shinnecock Hills. But it is certainly fair to say

that no coastal course in the world is more
dramatic or breathtaking than Cape Wickham
Links. An unforgiving rocky coastline, with
rows of sand dunes stretching mostly parallel
to the sea, has lent itself to the design of a
golf course second to none in terms of its
natural beauty. Most courses are lucky to have
a handful of holes running along a coastline,
yet at Cape Wickham there are nine.
The par-72 layout can be stretched to 6,725
yards, a fearsome distance when confronting
the hearty winds often battering the cape.
The number-one handicap hole is the 412yard sixteenth. It plays from near the foot of
the lighthouse back snug along the coastline
toward the clubhouse, a small temporary
structure awaiting completion of the final
design which is under construction high
above the first tee and eighteenth green. The
179-yard par three seventeenth plays chillingly
from tee to green tight along the beachhead,
and the eighteenth, at 431 yards, shoots over
Victoria Cove, with its beach very much in
play, ready to snare a pushed drive or wideright approach shot. Invariably, the trio of
closing holes will produce spectacular results
– but not many birdies or pars.
Unlike golf courses where one must wait
for the few holes with ocean views, Cape
Wickham features them start to finish. From

Photos: courtesy of Cape Wickham Links

King Island

Cape Wickham features ocean views from
start to finish, including at the twelfth green

a tee high among the dunes, the opening tee
shot plays beautifully down to a generous
fairway, with ocean to the right and in the
distance beyond the first green. A favourite
hole for many will be the tenth. It is not
long, a par four of 357 yards, but it plays
boldly downhill all the way from tee to green
right to the sea, with large dunes framing the
entirety of the hole, especially at the green.
It is a wonderful routing showcasing
the beauty of the site, beginning with the
tightrope walk along ocean bluffs before
turning inward and upward to panoramic
views and then again to the ocean so closely
that a player can taste the salt air.
The layout over the 160.6 hectares of
coastal land is made up of three basic loops:
the first five holes on the Cape Farewell
headland, the next eight in dune land to
the south of Cape Farewell, and the last
five in the lighthouse/Victoria Cove zone.
Directions of the holes constantly shift, with
par threes and par fives playing to all points
on the compass. All 18 holes enjoy views
of Bass Strait. On most days golfers can see
surfers out in the water, as King Island is a
veritable surfer’s paradise, with some of the
best breaking waves in Australia.
If Cape Wickham alone was not enough to
bring golfers to King Island, another brilliant

The fourth hole on the Bay course at Navarino Dunes runs along the coast
The par four tenth rolls boldly down to the ocean’s edge
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King Island

Graeme Grant’s design at Ocean Dunes is scheduled to open in March 2016

18-hole layout 30 minutes away should do
the trick. Ocean Dunes, scheduled to open in
March 2016, is the design of Graeme Grant,
the former superintendent of Victoria’s
Kingston Heath who is known for his handson designs and for love for the architecture
of the legendary Alister MacKenzie.
Although arguably not quite as spectacular
a property as Cape Wickham, Ocean
Links, in some key respects, shows a more
thoughtful approach to the hole-by-hole
design. Laid out over 115.4 hectares, the
golf course masterfully incorporates rolling
dunes with its portion of the majestic
coastline. Heroic golf abides at Ocean
Dunes, with a number of risk/reward teeshots and two of the par threes playing
spectacularly over the surging ocean, one of
them to a Redan green. From the back tees
the front nine will play over 3,600 yards to
a par of 37 (three par fives). The back nine,
when finished, will play somewhat shorter,
to a par of 35. The subtly rolling bentgrass
greens should play firm and fast, while the
fescue tees and fairways should add nicely to
the pristine conditions.
“My instinct is to keep Ocean Dunes under
wraps until is absolutely finished,” Grant
explains. When the grand opening comes
next spring, the featured event will be a
friendly match between King Islanders and
Australian mainlanders. Likely to become an
annual competition, the sponsor of the event
will be Vortex Air, the principal air charter
service between the mainland and Tasmania,
including the islands of Bass Strait.
There is a third course on King Island and,
although a nine-holer, is nothing to sneeze
at. Situated in the little town of Currie
(population 746, but the largest township
and administrative centre of King Island),
the links belonging to the King Island Golf
& Bowling Club, also set amidst coastal
dunes that meet the Southern Ocean,
deserves its local reputation as one of the
world’s great nine-hole courses. Actually,

the club’s golfers often play the course as a
composite 18 holes, with alternate tees and
greens, as well as an extra fairway, playing
to a par 72 and a length that can fool you
at ‘only’ 5,988 yards. As Graeme Grant has
commented: “It seems that everywhere you
look as you travel around this island there
is terrific golfing land.” In fact, a third new
layout, to be located on the southern coast
of the island, is planned, with Aussie golfing
legend Greg Norman in charge of the design.
No major hotel chains have built on King
Island, but there are a number of motels,
bed-and-breakfasts, coastal cottages, cabins,
and holiday homes along the western
coast offering friendly service, comfortable

“If Cape Wickham
alone was not enough
to bring golfers to
King Island, another
brilliant 18-hole layout
30 minutes away
should do the trick”
beds, and close ocean views. A handful of
restaurants and cafes offer a range of dining
opportunities with menus stuffed with fresh
seafood (notably crayfish), locally-produced
100 per cent organic vegetables, succulent
grass-fed beef, and the prized high-quality
cheeses produced at the island’s fromagerie.
As is the case with many remote golf
resorts – think Bandon Dunes in Oregon,
Cabot Links in Nova Scotia, and Barnbougle
in Tasmania – Cape Wickham Links and
Ocean Dunes, too, will soon have highclass, on-course accommodation, with an

integrated golf package to include the golf
along with both lodging and meals.
As a golf destination, King Island suffers
from some serious disadvantages. The
Searoad Mersey ferry visits the island weekly
but carries freight only, no passengers. So
the only way to get there is a 50-minute
flight in a propeller-driven airplane carrying
nine to twelve passengers, which departs
from Moorabbin Field (Melbourne’s
general-aviation airfield) and sets down
at King Island’s tiny regional airport (near
Currie) in what typically will be quite breezy
conditions. But the trip is worth every drop
of passenger sweat.
Most likely, the island’s two new courses
will be played mostly by mainlanders or
Tasmanians. But a true trip of a lifetime will
undoubtedly be made by golfers around the
world – from Melbourne, to King Island, to
Tasmania, and ending in Sydney.
The time to go is December to March,
Australia’s summer, the warmest and driest
months, with average highs hovering
around 21 Celsius. As in both Victoria and
Tasmania, however, the weather on the
island can vary dramatically, even during
the same day, but some brilliant sunshine is
promised at some for virtually every day.
“If you want pristine, come to King
Island,” has been the slogan for the island’s
tourist board for the past many years. With
the opening of Cape Wickham and Ocean
Dunes, there may not be a need for a new
one. A panoramic photograph of either
course – which is bound to be stunning –
with that slogan attached to it, should be all
King Island needs to attract the world’s most
avid golfers in search of what will surely turn
out to be the experience of a lifetime. GCA

Dr James Hansen is professor of history at Auburn
University in Alabama, and author of the recent
Robert Trent Jones Sr biography ‘A Difficult Par’
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Bridging
the gap
at

Royal County Down
Martin Ebert’s new holes mean that the second course at the
legendary Irish club is less of a poor relation, says Adam Lawrence

M

ost clubs that have more than
one golf course have a pretty
clear hierarchy. Sunningdale,
where opinion is divided as
to whether the Old or New course is the
better, is very much the exception. Where
links courses are concerned, Royal Troon
tries hard to mandate that visitors wanting
to play the Open-hosting Old course also
pay for a round on the Portland. Though
Cruden Bay’s nine hole St Olaf course has
its fans, few would say it compares to the
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big course. The closing holes on Burnham
& Berrow’s Channel course are very worth
playing, but not worth forsaking a round
on the main links. And, while Royal
Portrush’s Valley course is perhaps the
purest remaining example of a Harry Coltdesigned links, it pales into comparison
next to the mighty Dunluce.
Plenty of good judges have Royal County
Down’s championship links as one of the
very finest golfing experiences the planet
has to offer. The truly spectacular front side,

in particular, is frequently mentioned as
the best stretch of nine holes in existence.
In such a location, surely no second course
is going to be worth a second look? And,
indeed, County Down’s Annesley Links is a
very different experience to its big brother,
short and tricky where the main course
is huge and epic. But that’s not to say the
Annesley isn’t worth a look. And, thanks to
some new work by architect Martin Ebert,
a game on the Annesley is likely now to be
even more rewarding than ever before.

Royal County Down

Clockwise from top left, the tee shot,
fairway, green and approach of the brand
new ninth hole on the Annesley Links
course at Royal County Down

The first few holes of the Annesley make
it feel like something of an afterthought,
occupying ground inland from the main
course. Though still linksland, this land is
flat and relatively featureless – it has the
air of something that might, if needed,
be used as a practice range. The holes are
crammed in between those on the main
18, with a fair bit of tracking back and
forth. It feels very much the baby brother,
perhaps a course on which juniors or
other beginners can learn the game before

setting forth to tackle the real challenges
of County Down.
Further out on the links, though, and it
becomes clear that this initial reaction was
unfair. Like many older links, County Down
has quieter ground nearer the clubhouse,
before reaching the real meat of the course
a little further out. This is commonplace;
consider the opening and closing holes
at St Andrews, fine golf but hardly
compelling terrain, or the closing stretch of
Machrihanish, something of a comedown

“Like many older links,
County Down has
quieter ground nearer
the clubhouse, before
reaching the real meat
of the course”
37

Three new holes
around a huge dune
at the far north eastern
corner of the property
(bottom right of this routing
map) enhance the Annesley’s
golfing qualities and free up
space at the other end of the
links for practice facilities

after the rollocking dunes the course
has previously traversed. In days of yore,
golfers took what they were given, starting
either in town, or at least where a road
allowed access to the links. If many of these
properties were developed today, access
roads would surely be built through these
bland areas, enabling the whole course to be
located within the better land. But back in
the 19th century, budgets and ambition did
not allow for such extravagance. Such too is
the case at County Down.
The Annesley is short, playing only
around 4,600 yards, with six par threes
and twelve par fours. It is not a course
that anyone would ever set against the
championship links as a real test of a
golfer’s game. But, though the holes may be
short, many of them are both tricky – the
greens are mostly small – and extremely
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picturesque.
In particular,
the set of six par
three holes includes
several that would not
be out of place on any
course, anywhere.
Right in the far north
eastern corner of the club’s
property, though, lay a triangle
of unused land with a single huge
dune at its centre. Stretching for some
300 yards along the beach, architect
Ebert realised this patch of land offered

Royal County Down

The new tenth (top images) plays alongside the beach and the
par three eleventh (bottom) plays inland from the North Sea

an
exciting
opportunity to
build new holes
that would enhance
the Annesley’s golfing
qualities while also freeing
up space at the other end of the
links that could be used to provide
much needed practice facilities.
Ebert has built three holes in this
area. They form an anti-clockwise loop
around the big dune, which has been left
completely alone – essential to achieve
planning consent, as dunes, which are
sensitive and important environments, are
typically highly protected. The new holes
will play as the ninth, tenth and eleventh
of the course, and comprise a short dogleg left par four, which works its way along

the inland side of the dune, a mid-length
four along the beach, and a fine par three
playing directly away from the North Sea.
Mostly, the new holes were draped onto
the natural contours of the ground. There
was one significant piece of earthmoving –
on the proposed ninth hole, a ridge came
through the carry area, resulting in ground
that was too steep and would have made
the hole entirely blind. But investigations
revealed that this ridge, far from being a
natural dune formation, was man-made,
created some years ago by the deposit of
spoil from some other project. It had little
or no ecological value, and so the planners
were happy to see it removed.
The new holes have added very slightly
– only between 50-100 yards – to the
Annesley’s overall length. But length is
the least important aspect of their effect.

By taking the golf course further into
Royal County Down’s dramatic dune
system – and losing three holes on the flat
ground – they will have a dramatic impact
on the total quality of the short course
experience. Not only that, but the new tenth
takes players as close to the sea as they go
anywhere at Royal County Down. It is a
tremendous addition, for members and
visitors alike. Visitors too? Yes, certainly
– for many, no matter how magnificent
the club’s championship links is, it is too
big, brawny and difficult to make for an
enjoyable 36 hole day. Now, visitors not
looking to receive a good kicking can play
the big course in the morning and then,
after a good lunch, perhaps including a
few glasses of wine, can go out for a more
leisurely, less brutal spin round the Annesley
in the afternoon. What could be nicer? GCA
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Mr Colt’s

legacy
Old Elm Club in Chicago is a unique course, the only
place in the world where two legendary architects
collaborated. Adam Lawrence reports on its restoration

W

hen any list of the greatest
architects in the history of
golf is compiled then two
names that are certain to
feature on it are Harry Colt and Donald
Ross. Colt, born to wealth and captain of
Cambridge in his youth, will go down as
the man who created the profession of golf
architecture, the first ever to make his living solely from designing golf courses. And
Ross, born dirt poor in Dornoch and an
emigrant to the US as a young man proved
to be his adopted country’s most prolific
creator of great courses.
There are Ross courses the length and
breadth of America, and in any given city it
is highly likely that the best course in town
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will bear his fingerprints. Travelling across
the country by train, leaving trusted foremen
on site to carry out his plans, Ross, perhaps
more than any other man, helped to create
America’s love affair with golf.
In America, the land of opportunity, Ross
cast of the shackles of his poor Scottish
upbringing and became a pillar of society. Had
he stayed at home in Britain, no matter how
successful he had become, he’d have remained
a professional in a world dominated by
gentlemen amateurs. Even James Braid, greatest
of all Scottish golf exports, never truly became
part of that gentlemanly mileu – towards the
end of his life, for sure, he was venerated at his
adopted home Walton Heath and elsewhere,
but he was never really ‘one of us’.

Though Colt’s first experience of golf
design was laying out the Rye course in
Sussex while practising as a lawyer in
nearby Hastings in the 1890s, it was from
1901 onwards, once he had been appointed
as secretary of the new Sunningdale club,
that he began to make his name as the man
whose advice one should seek if trying to
create a golf course. By 1910, with courses
like Stoke Poges and Swinley Forest –
which, to the end of his life, he named as
his ‘least bad’ design – to his name, he was
the world’s leading expert on the subject,
and his services were sought after wherever
golf was played.
With golf in America growing apace by
this time, though it was not the explosion

Old Elm

The short par four ninth hole at Chicago’s historic Old Elm course, recently
restored to Harry Colt’s original design intent by architect Drew Rogers
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Old Elm’s new bunkering is typical of Colt’s style, having a natural feel,
with sand faces, as seen here at the par five sixteenth

that would come after Francis Ouimet’s US
Open win of 1913, Colt naturally looked to
the US as a possible market for his design
services. To this end, he made two extended
tours of North America before the First
World War, during which he designed a
number of high profile courses such as
Hamilton and Toronto GC in Canada, and
spent a week advising George Crump on the
creation of Pine Valley. And, while passing
through Chicago, he created a design for
a new club in Highland Park on the north
shore of the city. It was there that he met
Ross, although the younger man didn’t
make enough of an impression for Colt to
remember his name – he referred to him, in
his notes to the club, as ‘Douglas’ Ross.
Colt, as was his modus operandi even
back home in England, didn’t stick around
for the construction of the Old Elm course.
He left a selection of drawings, plans and
instructions, and a recommendation that
the club should be confident in letting
‘Douglas’ handle the construction work.
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“The results are
dramatic – bunkers
now more closely
resemble something
that Mr Colt himself
might have done”
This the club did, thus making Old Elm the
only golf course on earth touched by the
hands of both Colt and Ross.
A century on, Old Elm remains a resolutely
traditional golf club. Its small membership is
still all male, and the club maintains a very
low profile, with almost no visitor play. It
is, one might say, not unlike an American
version of Swinley Forest, another elite club
that feels no need to advertise its excellence.
What has – or rather had – changed, though,

is the golf course itself, where the original
Colt design still had, to an extent, been
subsumed by the better-known Ross influence
(there being only a very small number of Colt
courses in North America, and around 400 by
Ross, it is hardly surprising that the younger
man’s design style is better recognised and
more influential).
Decision makers at Old Elm, though,
led by general manager Kevin Marion,
saw beyond this. They hired Ohio-based
architect Drew Rogers, with a brief to
identify and restore the Colt heritage as far
as was possible. Rogers and superintendent
Curtis James conducted extensive research
on the design, considering not only the
original plans, sketches, and notes from
Colt, but also other designs he implemented
around the same time. This research
provided a crucial foundation for their
approach to the work at Old Elm.
Over a period of several years, they removed
hundreds of trees from the property, opening
up Colt’s intended hole corridors, while, in

Old Elm

Architect Drew Rogers referenced Colt’s original hole sketches
and historic photos of the course in his proposals for the redesign

the process, allowing the remaining specimen
trees – mainly oak, hickory and, yes, even
a few elms – to show their beauty more
completely and returned proper width to
fairways. “Not unlike Swinley Forest and St.
George’s Hill, Colt employed grand width
at Old Elm, with wide fairways and defining
features that are broad, sometimes quite bold,
and always blended harmoniously into the
landscape. Colt was an absolute master of
proportion,” says Rogers.
As the project moved on to greens and
bunker shaping, the team brought in
architect/shaper Dave Zinkand, a design
associate at Coore and Crenshaw and regular
member of their hot-shot construction crew.
“Ross’s greens were beyond reproach,” says
Zinkand. “We merely addressed areas that
could no longer be pinned due to decades of
topdressing and modern green speeds. But
with Drew and Curtis having opened up Old
Elm’s hole corridors, the opportunity – and
indeed need – to address the bunkers was
very apparent.”

The results are dramatic, with the bunkers
now more closely resembling something
that Mr Colt himself might have done.
Colt’s career was long, and his preferred
bunker style evolved over the years, but
two things remained constant across the
decades – that bunkers should appear
natural, and that they should always have
sand, rather than grass, faces. Before WWI,
relatively early in his career, he wrote
extensively about making bunkers appear as
though they had been ‘torn out’ of a natural
upslope – that is, with an edge that looked
essentially random and unplanned.
Many architects have recently embraced
a similar style, and rough-edged bunkers
are now fairly common on courses around
the world. It is not an easy style to get right
though, and by employing a craftsman of
Zinkand’s calibre, Rogers has gone a long
way to hitting the mark at Old Elm. “The
intentions were all there in Colt’s notes,”
says Zinkand. “It just took 100 years to
implement his aesthetic.” Rogers adds:

“Scale, proportion and fit, along with the
proper ‘torn edging’, were our primary
considerations in trying to capture Colt’s
intended design.”
Colt’s bunkers were also typically large,
and, with his commitment to naturalism
forefront in his mind, he was more
concerned to find appropriate landforms in
which to locate them than he was to ensure
they were a particular distance from tee or
green. He was, without any doubt, the first
architect to emphasise the importance of
artificial features being hard to distinguish
from their natural equivalents – not for him
the creation of obviously artificial mounds
to support bunkers. Around the same
time as Old Elm, at Swinley Forest and St
George’s Hill, Colt built holes where, for the
standards of the time, quite considerable
amounts of earth were moved, yet, even
now, it takes a sensitive eye and a close
examination to see where. What Rogers and
team have done at Old Elm is very much in
the same spirit. GCA
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Le Touquet

Extensive tree clearance at Le Touquet’s La Mer course is particularly notable on
the par three second hole (left); Above (top to bottom) the par four thirteenth and
twelfth, and the par three sixteenth

Harry Colt’s La Mer course at
Le Touquet in France is getting a new
lease of life, reports Adam Lawrence

F

rance, as many readers of GCA will be aware, is probably
the mainland European country with the greatest number and the most variety of top quality golf courses. In
Morfontaine, it has what is almost universally recognised as
Europe’s greatest course, and in Les Bordes and Golf National it has
two of the highest ranked modern designs. What France is short of
though, especially compared to the Netherlands, which has its holy
trinity of Royal Hague, Kennemer and Noordwijk, is authentic links
courses, the original and purest form of the game.
Harry Colt’s La Mer course in the town of Le Touquet, three
quarters of an hour from Calais on the Cote d’Opale, is France’s best
shot at a world-class links course. Built originally in 1931, La Mer,
and its older sister course, La Foret, are at the centre of Le Touquet’s
attractions, which include the famous casino, the enormous beach,
and some high end shopping and restaurants.
The years have not been entirely kind to La Mer. During the
Second World War, this part of the Channel coast, so close to
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Pont and Boissonnas have rebuilt the green at the par four
eleventh, adding severe contour to an already difficult hole

England, was heavily fortified by the
German occupiers seeking to protect the
continent from the expected Allied invasion
that eventually came in Normandy. Holes
have been moved, the original clubhouse no
longer exists, but most dramatically of all,
hundreds of thousands of trees grew on the
links, obscuring the beautiful sand dunes on
which Colt laid out his holes and changing
the nature of La Mer.
It has long been clear, though, that
underneath all the trees and scrub was a
high quality Colt links trying to get out. It
was as a result of a visit to La Mer, in fact,
that this magazine was originally conceived,
so for us, the course’s restoration has
particular poignancy.
Dutch architect Frank Pont and his French
partner Patrice Boissonnas have been
working at La Mer for a couple of years
now. The complex is owned by Open Golf,
one of France’s largest golf businesses, who
have clearly realised that returning La Mer
to something more closely resembling Colt’s
original, makes good business sense. But the
transformation is a long-term process – La
Mer was too much changed for a bunker
restoration akin to what the same architects
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did up the coast on Hardelot’s Les Pins
course, to fix its problems.
Tree clearance is at the heart of the works.
A massive programme of woodland removal
will not be enough to return La Mer all the
way to its former glory, but it was always
the necessary first step. Over a number of
winters, Pont and Boissonnas have overseen

“There is a top ten,
possibly even top
five, European course
trying to get out here”
the cutting down of many acres of scrub
and poor quality trees. It is a remarkable
transformation, though frankly still far
from complete. The excellent par three
second hole is perhaps the most obvious
example of the benefits of the work; once
practically tree-lined, it is now the open
links one-shotter that Colt planned, with the
green set behind a saddle between two large

dunes. Several bunkers are cut into these
flanking dunes, and their deceptive effect is
remarkable. Standing on the tee, the golfer
would swear that the back of these bunkers
protect the sides of the green; in fact, the
bunkers end several metres before the green
starts, in the area where the tee shot must
be hit to hold the putting surface when
played in the prevailing tailwind. Pont and
Boissonnas have extended the green slightly,
as well as rebuilding those bunkers, and the
effect is impressive; one trap in particular
blends beautifully into the dune. This is high
quality work.
To the left of the green of the par four third
can be found the site of La Mer’s original
clubhouse. Open Golf is building a new
clubhouse for the whole complex, close to
the start of La Foret. It is a good walk from
there to La Mer; many drive, parking their
cars in a rough and ready unmade lot. That,
and a small hut for the starter, are the only
facilities that append directly to La Mer. It
is an unsatisfactory situation, completely
inappropriate for a course of this stature,
and is being addressed by the team to
help La Mer achieve the status it deserves.
Bandon Dunes, which provides simple but

Le Touquet

Aerial images from the 1930s are helping the designers to restore Colt’s original holes. The yellow lines
show the routing (of holes thirteen to sixteen, left, and seventeen) following Bill Baker’s 1990s rebuild

appropriate facilities at the start of several
separate courses, will provide inspiration –
with permission currently being sought for
a small clubhouse in the dunes, either at the
exact spot of the original clubhouse or at a
new site overlooking the first and eighteenth
holes. This would be accompanied by parking
and possibly a halfway house (there was one
in the 1930s, just behind the twelfth green).
Holes four to six occupy the flattest and
blandest terrain on the golf course. Pont and
Boissonnas have improved the holes by tree
removal, but with huge areas of glorious
duneland still untouched, it seems a pity
to use such dull land. Whether the French
authorities will ever permit an excursion into
the raw dunes must be very doubtful, but one
cannot avoid looking with envy at this ground.
The par three seventh, though, is where the
ground starts to get more interesting. The
green – which the architects have expanded
somewhat – has obvious similarities with the
Redan template, and a classic Redan-style
running shot will be rewarded here. The
monster par four eleventh is La Mer’s most
dramatic hole; one must drive from a high tee
to a fairway that drops down then switchbacks
back uphill while doglegging around a dune.

It is epic, and the new green built by Pont and
Boissonnas makes it even more so. Apparently
the hole has been criticised by golfers for
being too difficult, and perhaps the new
green is a little severe considering what comes
before it. But if it were a par five, as it could
well be, no-one would be complaining – clear
evidence of the impact the artificial concept
of par has over golfers’ brains. It is a pity.
Half par holes are great, but we golfers seem
to prefer those whose real par is below the
‘official’ number, and moan about those that
are harder than their given par.
At the far end of the course are the most
dramatic changes. The fourteenth hole
has a new green, built in a flat area and, at
first glance, rather bland. Actually, closer
examination reveals some pretty good slopes
on the green that are hard to spot in the
basically level environment. The fifteenth,
broken up into a par three and a short four by
architect Bill Baker some years ago, has been
restored to Colt’s original intent, as a short,
gambling par five. And the excellent new par
three sixteenth plays from an elevated tee to
a green protected by bunkers at front right.
There is a hump at front left that a smart
player can use to slew the ball across to access

a right pin, but the shot has to be precise – go
a couple of yards too far left and the ball will
instead slew off the green entirely.
The biggest change of all, though, is still to
be completed. Hole seventeen is, at present,
rather unsatisfactory, as there is a steep slope
to be climbed in front of the green. This is
most unlike Colt, who was known for his
brilliance in routing holes to avoid severe
hill climbing. But Pont and Boissonnas
have a surprise to spring. To the left of the
existing fairway is a valley, now choked with
tree growth, where Colt’s original hole was
located. Picking one’s way in between the
trees reveals great ground for golf, a much
more comfortable walk and a better angle of
approach to the green. The architects hope
to restore the hole in the not-too-distant
future, and it will be the icing on La Mer’s
cake. Nearby Hardelot has risen from the
bottom end of Europe’s top 100 to almost
the top twenty as a result of its restoration.
La Mer, which is similarly bumping around
in the second fifty, could easily go much
further. In my mind, there is a top ten,
possibly even top five European course
trying to get out here. Hopefully Pont and
Boissonnas can help it escape. GCA
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HOLING OUT

Golf’s urban future
Benjamin Warren says that in fast growing cities the combination of golf and
accessible green space can stop participation rates from hitting a cliff edge

B

y any measure golfer numbers are
in decline. This is not because seven
billion people have given up on
green space and outdoor recreation.
On the contrary, it’s more important than
ever to the 54 per cent of us who live in large
urban areas. By 2050 that figure will be 66
per cent of the global population.
I live in Tokyo with 38 million other
people. Playing golf is a big commitment:
three hours travelling, four hours golfing,
one hour eating and one hour relaxing in
a traditional bathhouse. This is the new
normal for city dwellers everywhere, though
typically minus the bathing.
Time is the main barrier for existing golfers,
but the oversupply of one-dimensional golf
courses is a barrier for beginners. Bubble-era
courses everywhere are too long, too difficult
and no fun for inexperienced players. Could a
more varied provision raise a new generation
of golfers that appreciate the core values of
the game? Clearly, providing a golf experience
that takes under three hours total, instead of
over nine hours, is critical.
Thousands of municipal and greenbelt
courses are ill-equipped to host modern golf.
In an urban setting chasing distance and
squeezing safety margins is doomed to failure.
A talented golf course architect can pick off
the coolest features from a tired eighteenholer to create nine great holes that are
engaging for beginners and experts. Adding
a putting course, a five acre short course and
beautiful walking trails is straightforward.

This type of ‘stepping stone’ golf facility
enables any adult or child to take the
steps from novice putting to playing full
spec golf holes. Non-golf green space and
naturalised areas provide an urban oasis for
people and wildlife. A business model that
welcomes non-golfers into cafes, restaurants
(even bathhouses in Japan!) is perfect for
introducing people to the game.
Golf ’s arbitrary cultural barriers are also
tricky to address. Why do we find it so hard
to combine fun, well-designed golf courses
with an open-arms welcome and no dress
code requirements?
Although it hasn’t transitioned from eighteen
to nine it’s worth highlighting the example
of Goat Hill Park in San Diego. A successful
campaign led by John Ashworth (founder of
the eponymous clothing brand) recently saved
the course from redevelopment. “It’s a good
challenge, inexpensive, and takes three hours
to play at most,” says Ashworth. “There’s no
dress code, and lots of tattoos. It really is the
epitome of what golf is supposed to be.”
In 2014 I moved to Rio de Janeiro to join Gil
Hanse’s team building the Olympic golf course.
In a city with ten million residents and a few
thousand golfers a tour spec venue was always
going to shake up the local scene. Gil’s design is
wide, strategic and beautifully integrated with
indigenous landforms and vegetation. It will
challenge the best and be fun for the rest.
When it came time to build the short
course component we had enough space
left for four holes. The team put their heads

together and designed a fun little loop. As
a free-form learning facility it’s perfect for
beginners. Seasoned golfers will also find
much to enjoy.
As a child I stepped up to playing North
Berwick West Links via the town putting
green and our nine-hole Children’s Course.
Every summer since 1904 up to eighty
local youngsters have competed for historic
trophies in the shadow of North Berwick’s
Redan hole. This is real golf. Tears are spilled,
life lessons are learned, and competitive
spirit ingrained.
Creating a tournament golf venue for Rio
youngsters was at the forefront of our minds,
and the solution was right in front of us.
We extended our academy routing into the
range adding four equally cool holes to the
course. The ninth plays back to the chipping
green in front of the Olympic clubhouse for
a grandstand finish.
Golf must focus on growing its urban
customer base. The market for full day, full
service golf experiences will survive, but in fast
growing, fast-paced cities around the world
we need more barrier-free examples like Goat
Hill Park. We need better facilities for fast, fun
and friendly golf experiences. But most of all
we need to throw the doors open to everyone
– golfers and non-golfers alike. GCA
Benjamin Warren has worked
for leading golf architects,
most recently Gil Hanse and
previously Tom Doak

Tokyo is the world’s most densely populated city. How do you provide accessible
green space for 38 million people? Left, the short course at the Rio Olympic Golf
Course has four holes open for daily use, but can be extended into a nine-hole loop
for kids’ tournament play when the range is closed
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The Professionals of Turf Irrigation

www.perrot.de

PERROT offers various solutions for
different golf courses – unlike others
we don’t believe one type suits all !
Dynamic and
durable –
LVZ impact
drive rotors

Precise and
powerful HYDRA gear
drive sprinklers

Excellent in windy conditions thanks
to larger drops. High rotation speed
< 45 seconds for 360°. Also suitable
for poor water quality.
As you would expect with high quality
German engineering: long life expectancy and low operating costs!

Outstanding water distribution certified by CIT. Central flow system
creates high energy efficiency.
Superior casting range in its class.

LVZ-Series

Very reliable closed housing with
self-flushing mechanism.

HYDRA-Series

PERROT Regnerbau Calw GmbH, Industriestrasse 19-29, D-75382 Althengstett/Germany Tel. +49-7051-1620 E-Mail perrot@perrot.de

Congratulating our clients on their
massive jumps in the latest Golf World
Continental Europe top 100 ranking

De Pan from 26 to 3

Hardelot Les Pins from 98 to 27
Eindhovensche from 81 to 33

Infinite Variety Golf Design - delivering results
Contact Frank Pont at

fp@frankpont.com

or +31-641058300

Follow us at

www.infinitevarietygolf.com

and

@IVGD1

